
 

 

Ref: KLA/TOV    10th July 2020 

 

 

 

Teaching and Learning Update 

 

Dear parents/carers 

 

It has been great to see so many students consistently submitting and uploading work of such high quality                  

as this term has progressed; sharing dance and music videos; participating in the many extra-curricular               

activities and competitions such as the Art Challenges; and the Year 10s and 12s attending in high numbers                  

and engaging in an exemplary manner. I would like to thank all parents and carers for your support with                   

this, acknowledging your hard work, efforts and contribution. 

 

Turning our thoughts to the rest of this year, according to the Academy calendar we have just over a week                    

of the term left and I would like to share with you the teaching plans for this period.  

 

So that we can now undertake the extensive preparations that are required to reorganise the Academy site                 

and all teaching spaces to meet the government’s COVID-19 guidance for school openings in September               

which was released last week, the Governors have agreed to an emergency closure from Thursday 16th                

July. Therefore, the final day of Home Learning will be Wednesday 15th July - the Academy site will remain                   

open however for the tutor reconnect meetings and children of Key Workers. 

 

With regards to Home Learning for Monday 13th July to Wednesday 15th July, teachers will set a menu of                   

tasks and challenges for students to complete over these three days which are linked to their learning but                  

with a greater focus on enrichment. These tasks are optional but we would encourage students to                

participate as far as possible. As with the Easter activities, these tasks will be made available through the                  

Heads of Year Google Classrooms from Monday 13th July. In addition, Heads of Years will be celebrating                 

the end of the school year as well as the achievements of our students through virtual assemblies - details                   

will be posted on each Year group’s Google Classroom. 

 

As well as planning for the end of this year, we have been reviewing the Department for Education’s                  

guidance and our own curriculum plans for next year to ensure that the Academy can open safely and that                   

we can provide the best opportunity for students to make up for their loss of learning. We will keep you                    

 



 

up-to-date and informed as these plans develop but I would like to share one key change to our teaching                   

plans that will be introduced in September.  

 

You will be aware that we currently organise the school year into four, ten-week Semesters. This ensures                 

that there are four formal assessment windows throughout the year. Whilst this allows us to formally and                 

frequently measure the progress of students which informs our reporting home, it does reduce the               

proportion of ‘teaching’ time throughout the year as students prepare for, sit and receive feedback on                

their assessments. Therefore, we have taken the decision to run a two-Semester model next year which                

will significantly increase teaching time to mitigate the loss of time at school this year. Semester 1 will be                   

twenty-one weeks in duration and will take us up to February half-term; Semester 2 will be eighteen weeks                  

and will take us through to the end of the school year. 

 

Although there will still be an assessment period (and mock examinations for relevant year groups) at the                 

end of each Semester similar to previous years, a challenge for us will be to ensure that students’ progress                   

is still tracked and monitored with frequency throughout the Semester so that teachers and pastoral teams                

can effectively respond as necessary, and that parents are kept informed regarding the progress of their                

child. Over the past two years we have been working with our staff to develop our approaches to tracking                   

and monitoring progress so that it is an on-going, fluid process rather than reliant on a ‘one-off’                 

assessment’. Not only will this give us more timely information, it will allow teachers and the pastoral team                  

to contact parents more immediately should a student’s progress become a concern - a silver-lining to the                 

lockdown has been the frequent telephone communication between teachers and parents and this is              

something that we want very much to build on next year. 

 

As mentioned earlier, there will be further updates to the opening of the Academy in September as plans                  

are confirmed but should you have any questions in the meantime please contact             

enquiries@plympton.academy. 

 

Again, many thanks for all you are doing to support the work of the Academy and our students; stay safe                    

and all the very best, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr Langmead 

Vice Principal 

 

 


